Online Resources: Below are a few informational web sites that can help enhance
your tutoring experience.
Worksheets - Multiple topics
https://tinyurl.com/WorksheetsFor-Tutors: Free worksheets for kids by grade and by subject.

Math
AAA Math: Features a comprehensive set of interactive arithmetic lessons. Unlimited practice is
available on each topic which allows thorough mastery of the concepts. You can sort by grade
level. K-8.
IXL: Site features thousands of exercises designed to help young students (K-8) practice math.
Features practice questions, step-by-step explanations, engaging awards and certificates, easyto-read progress reports, and more.
Math Shack: Created by Shmoop, Math Shack allows students to practice an infinite number of
auto-generated math problems in Pre-Algebra, Algebra, and Geometry. It’s Common Corealigned, and students can see how they’re performing—by topic and subject—through an easy
color-coded system.
Science
Khan Academy Science: You can explore the Khan Academy's science and technology
lessons using the following hotlinks: Biology, Chemistry, Cosmology and Astronomy, Healthcare
and Medicine, Organic Chemistry, Physics, LeBron Asks, MIT+K12, Projects.
Foreign Language
Teaching Foreign Languages K-12: Annenberg's Learner.org provides lessons appropriate for
K-12 teachers of foreign languages.
Geography
National Geographic: Provides facts, photos, videos, and more about countries around the
world -- something NatGeo knows a lot about.
World Atlas: An educational resource for world maps, atlases, and in-depth geography
information. Provides teachers and students free maps of Europe, Asia, the U.S., Canada,
Florida, the Caribbean Islands and much more.
World Data Atlas: Great source of world statistics on every country. Includes data on more
than 2500 indicators. Topics cover Economics, Demographics, Health, Education, Energy and
other socioeconomic information. Includes interactive visualizations like rankings, graphs and
maps. All information can be exported and embedded onto the web.
Grammar
Brain Pop Grammar: Brain Pop is another wonderful website that offers grammar lessons and
activities it help students polish their grammar skills. The content is neatly organized into
separate categories with an easy navigation layout.

Road to Grammar: Road to Grammar is a free website that provides a wide variety of
resources for teaching grammar. These resources include lessons, quizzes, and games. It also
features a section called "downloads" where you can download free materials to use in your
class.
Grammar Gold: Grammar Gold provides grammar practice for grades 1 to 5.You can click on
any of the grades to access the grammar lessons it features. Each of these lessons includes a
quiz that students can take to test their grammar knowledge related to that lesson.
Grammar Snack: Grammar Snack provides short videos illustrating how grammar is being
used in real life situations. It also provides conversation style explanations and interactive
exercises to check student’s comprehension of language.

